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Abstract

Wireless sensor network is composed of large number of sensor nodes with limited battery
power which cannot support long range communication. Sensor nodes' battery cannot be
replaced due to adverse environment which causes connectivity failure in sensor network.
Besides, sensors have short communication ranges and relay nodes are usually more powerful
than sensor nodes. Relay nodes have longer communication range than sensor nodes.
Therefore, to assist sensor nodes if relay nodes are added, communication will be more
reliable. Usually relay nodes communicate with sensor nodes, or other relay nodes, or the
base stations. It is desirable to place the minimum number of relay nodes in sensor network
and keep the minimum number of relay nodes working to save network energy consumption.
Most of the existing work on placing relay nodes in wireless sensor networks assume
homogeneous network where sensor nodes and relay nodes have identical characteristics
which is not realistic. This thesis work addresses the problem to find the optimal load
balancing strategy where the minimum number of relay nodes be working to provide network
connectivity considering heterogeneous properties of the network nodes. We study
heterogeneous property of relay nodes and show that, existing algorithms do not support
heterogeneous environment. Then, we give models, considering heterogeneous properties
where we schedule wake up and sleep times for relay nodes to optimize the connectivity with
the goal of saving network energy expenditure. We give two different guaranteed optimal
models which keep the minimum number of relay nodes awake resulting to the optimal load
balancing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

A transducer that converts a physical phenomenon such as heat, light, sound or motion into
electrical or other signals that may be further manipulated by other apparatus is called a sensor
[II]. Basic unit of a sensor node consists of processor, memory wireless modem, power supply
and on-board sensor. Recent advancement in wireless communication and electronics have
enabled the development of low cost, low power, multifunctional sensor nodes which are small
in sizes and compatible to communicate within short distances. These tiny sensor nodes, which
consist of sensing, data processing and communicating components, leverage the idea of sensor
networks [15]. When a large number of sensor nodes create a network to communicate between
them is called sensor network. Sensor network is a new family of wireless networks which is
different from traditional wireless network like cellular network or Mobile Ad-hoc Network
(MANET). In sensor network, sensors are densely deployed either inside the phenomenon or
very close to it. The position of sensor nodes does not need to be engineered or predetermined.
This allows random deployment of sensors in inaccessible terrains or disaster relief operations.
This means that, sensor networks' protocols and algorithms must possess self-organizing
capabilities. Another unique feature of sensor network is the cooperative effort of sensor nodes.
Instead of sensing raw data to the nodes responsible for the fusion, they use their processing
abilities to locally carry out simple computations and transmit only the required and partially
processed data.

1.2 Preliminaries

We can divide sensor network based different attributes of sensor nodes. If all of the sensor
nodes in a wireless sensor network have similar transmission, sensing range and battery power
then, we can term this type of network as homogeneous wireless sensor network i.e. all sensors



.posses identical property in homqgeJeous wireless sensor network. But, in real life it's very
difficult to get homogeneous wireless sensor network. Suppose we have sensor nodes with
identical.property ina .given wireless sensor network. But some sensor node may loose ene~gy
quickly than other nodes due to heavy traffic in some area. In this case, the battery power might
vary from node to node after some operation. Thus we can say, absolute homogeneous wireless

., sensor network is very difficult to be found in real world. If two or more sensors in a sensor
network have different battery power and transmission/sensing range, then we can term this type
of network as heterogeneous wireless sensor network (H-WSN).

"
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,Fig -1.1 :Some typical.scenarios ofcwirelesssensor network [36, 37]
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Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have received significant attention in recent years due to their
potential applications in military sensing, wildlife tracking, traffic surveillance, health care,
environment monitoring, building structures monitoring etc. We can deploy sensors under the
sea also to do research about under water life and environment monitoring. Sensor can be put
into bodies of human being for medical research. In this way, we can monitor human body
functions very closely which may lead to new medicine invention for deadly diseases. In hill
tracks area surveillance operation is very difficult due to lack of accessibility. We can put sensors
in those areas for environment monitoring for wild life surveillance and for border protection. By
environment monitoring we can make early prediction of some natural calamities like flood
situation, earthquake, tsunami etc. which may save many innocent lives.
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Fig -1.2: Applications of wireless sensor network [38, 39J
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Sensor networks have very limited energy supply and their batteries cannot usually be replaced
due to adverse environment. Since sensors' energy cannot support long range communication to
reach a sink which is generally far away from the data source, multi-hop wireless connectivity is
required to forward data to the remote sink. It is a key problem regarding how to gather data
packets from sensor nodes to the sink in applications. From this concept, researchers started
research adding some additional nodes which are called relay nodes [14]. To prolong network
lifetime while preserving network connectivity we can deploy small number of costly but more
powerful relay nodes whose main task is to communicate with the other sensor or relay nodes. If
we can minimize the number of total relay nodes in a WSN, then overall energy consumption by
WSN will be minimized. Therefore, many algorithms were proposed on efficient relay node
placement in WSN [2,6,9,13, 14, 17,23,28,31,34]. Most of the existing works on placing
additional relay nodes in wireless sensor networks assumes homogeneous wireless sensor nodes
and relay nodes with an identical transmission radius and similar battery power. But in real life,
one sensor network has different types of sensors also. Thus, heterogeneous properties of sensor
nodes should be considered in every work related to sensor network to obtain better result.

1.3 Objective of the Thesis

The objectives of this thesis work are as follows:

• Study a heterogeneous sensor network and finding the challenges.

• Study the role of relay nodes and applicability in heterogeneous sensor network
environment.

• Propose a model considering heterogeneous property of sensor network.

• Finding load balancing strategy in sensor network.

• Performance measurement by simulation.

1.4 Thesis Organization

In this section we give the outline of our thesis organization. The rest of the thesis is organized as
follows:

In Chapter 2, a brief discussion about previous research on this topic has been given. In Chapter
3, we discuss the problem domain. We study the heterogeneous property of sensor network and
then we discuss all possible nine cases to prove the existence of multiple paths between two

4
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sensors after incorporating heterogeneous properly within an existing relay node placement
algorithm [9]. We provide two solution models for energy saving strategy by scheduling relay
nodes in heterogeneous environment which are guaranteed optimal solution.

" In Chapter 4, we show the performance measurement of our models through some empirical
results. We have performed simulation on extensive sets of data and the average of the results
achieves from multiple data sets are presented in tables and graphs with description. Raw data of
simulation results are available in Appendix-A with standard deviation and average which are
used to draw graphs in Chapter 4.

In Chapter 5, we summarize our work and give some direction for future scope of research on
this topic.

'.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Overview

Relay node placement in wireless sensor network is a very interesting problem, which prolongs
network lifetime by placing some number of relay nodes in sensor network to ensure
connectivity between sensors. In this chapter, we briefly discuss some articles on this area.

2.2 Related Research

In 2006, H. Liu et al. [14] propose three approximation algorithms for placing relay node in
homogeneous sensor network which they have called the minimum relay node placement
problem (MRP). They discuss the MRP problem for two cases. In case 1, the network is
connected and in case 2, the network is bi-connected. Liu propose a (6 + E}-approximation
algorithm for case one, where E> 0 can be any given constant. They use the minimum disk cover
algorithm of Hochbaum [8] to place a set of relay nodes in WSN. But the networks of these relay
nodes may be disconnected, if the distance between two relay nodes are larger than the range of
relay node. They place a set of additional relay nodes to make WSN connected through Steiner
Tree Problem with Minimum number of Steiner Points (STP-MSP) algorithm [7] using
previously found relay nodes as input. Then, they also propose a (24 + E}-approximation
algorithm and a (61T + 12 + E}-approximation algorithm for case two, respectively, for any E >
0, where T is the ratio of the number of relay nodes placed and the number of sensors in case
one. They add three backup nodes within the communication range of each relay node to make
the network bi--<;onnected. The three backup relay nodes are placed on the vertices of an
equilateral triangle with length d respectively, where d is the communication range of each relay
node and the center of the equilateral triangle is on the previously placed relay node. They
improve this 2--<;onnectedrelay node placement algorithm by deploying only one relay node as

6
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backup node. They put relay node at the mid point of every steiner tree branch which improves
the algorithm from (24 + e}--approximation to (6fT + 12 + e}--approximation algorithm. They
further extend the result where communication radius of sensor nodes and relay nodes are
different from each other. They also provide mathematical proof to establish their ideas. But
work ofthis paper consider homogeneous sensor environment which is not practical.

In 2007, W. Zhang et. al [32] study both single-tired and two-tired relay node placement
problems that ensure 2~onnectivity, under the mild condition R 2: r, where Rand r stand for
transmission range of relay nodes and sensor nodes respectively. At first they introduce single
tired fault tolerant relay node placement (ltFTP) problem and give a 14-approximation
algorithm to solve it. They construct a Steinerized graph from given sensor nodes and then
compute a spanning sub graph from the Steinerized graph using the algorithm of [27] to ensure
fault tolerance through 2~onnectivity for solving ItFTP. Then they extend this problem to
include base stations which is called single-tired relay node placement with base stations
(ltFTPB) and propose a 16-approximation algorithm to solve it. They also propose a (10 + e}--
approximation algorithm for two-tired relay node placement (2tFTP) problem where they use the
algorithm of [9] for relay node placement and then put extra relay nodes to make the network 2-
connected. They conclude their paper with a (20 + e}--approximation algorithm for two-tired
relay node placement with base stations (2tFTPB) and some experimental results. In their paper,
they do not consider heterogeneous property of relay nodes as well as sensor nodes. They also
assume all nodes' transmission ranges are the same which might not happen in practical
scenario.

In 2007, E. L. Lloyd et al. [9] study two versions of relay node placement problem. In first
version they want to deploy the minimum number of relay nodes so that between each pair of
sensor nodes, there is a connecting path consisting of relay and/or sensor nodes. In the second
version, they want to deploy the minimum number of relay nodes so that between each pair of
sensor nodes, there is a connecting path consisting solely of relay nodes. They propose a
polynomial time 7-approximation algorithm for the first problem and a polynomial time (5 + e}--
approximation algorithm for the second problem, where e > 0, can be any given constant. They
study relay node placement in two kinds of WSNs. In single tired WSN, both sensor nodes and
relay nodes can receive and forward data packets from neighbor node. In two tired WSN, relay
nodes can receive and forward data packets, while sensor nodes do not forward data packets;
they only receive and transmit sensed information to the relay nodes. For solution of problem
one, they create a spanning tree from given sensor nodes. Then they put relay nodes on every
edge of that spanning tree after every R distance to make the network connected, where R is the
communication range of relay nodes. For the solution of problem two, they have applied the
Disk Cover algorithm of [8] to find out a set of relay nodes which can cover whole WSN. Then
they have applied the Steiner Minimum tree with minimum number of Steiner points and bounded

7



edge length algorithm (SMT-MSPBEL) [6], on relay nodes found in step one from Disk Cover
algorithm to get the final output of required relay nodes. Lloyd et al. do not incorporate
heterogeneous property in their proposed algorithm which claims only one connecting path
between two sensor nodes. We find and prove the existence of multiple paths between two
sensor nodes in Lloyd's algorithm, if we consider heterogeneous property of the relay node.

In 2007, X. Chen et al. [33] study the relay node placement problem and propose two
approximation algorithms with detailed performance analysis. This problem is modeled by a
problem named Steiner minimum tree with minimum number of Steiner points and bounded edge
length (SMT-MSP) which is proved as a NP-hard network optimization problem in [12]. The
first algorithm proposed by Chen has a performance ratio of 3 and the second has a performance
ratio of 2.5. They do not consider heterogeneous property of relay nodes in their proposed
algorithms.

In 2007, Han et al. [34] address the problem of deploying relay nodes to provide fault-tolerance
with higher network connectivity in heterogeneous wireless sensor networks. Depending on level
of fault-tolerance, they categorize such problems as : I) full fault-tolerant relay node placement,
which aims to deploy a minimum number of relay nodes to establish k (k ::0: I) vertex disjoint
paths between every pair of sensor and/or relay nodes; 2) partial fault-tolerant relay node
placement, which aims to deploy a minimum number of relay nodes to establish k (k::O: I) vertex
disjoint paths only between every pair of sensor nodes. Due to different transmission radii of
sensor nodes these problems are further extended to two-way paths, along which wireless
communication exist in both directions; and one-way paths, along which wireless
communication exist in only one direction. X. Han analyzes the problem for different level of
fault-tolerance (full or partial) coupled with the different types of path (one-way and two-way).
X. Han propose a O(a!?) approximation algorithm for both one-way and two-way partial fault
tolerance relay node placement, as well as O(a!?) approximation algorithm for both one way and
two way full fault tolerance relay node placement (a is the best performance ratio of existing
approximation algorithms for finding a minimum k-vertex connected spanning graph) for each of
these NP-hard problems. They also show heuristic implementation of these algorithms through
simulation results. They only consider different sensing ranges for sensor nodes but relay nodes'
transmission range is homogeneous in their proposed algorithm which contradicts with their used
title 'Heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Network'. Relay nodes might have different battery power
supply or different transmission range also in practical scenario which should be considered.

8
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Chapter 3

Saving Energy by Optimal Load Balancing in H-WSN

3.1 Overview

In this chapter, we discuss about the problem domain in details and we give our solution method.
It is very challenging to balance the load to prolong the network life time with the minimum cost
where different powered nodes are present in the same network. Besides we know,
heterogeneous sensor and relay nodes have different radio ranges. Therefore, ensuring
connectivity is also important. Unfortunately, most of the works in this area consider only
homogeneous relay nodes [9, 14, 32, 33]. In [34], different range of sensor nodes has been
considered but the properties like, range and power of relay nodes are not considered in their
proposed algorithm. Most of the algorithms mentioned above only considered geographic
position of relay nodes to enhance network life time for providing service. But if the power and
different range of the relay nodes are not considered, network connectivity will be lost and some
nodes will be over loaded which ultimately cause network failure. Therefore, it is very important
to incorporate heterogeneous property of relay nodes and sensor nodes.

We show that, existing algorithms do not load balance' for a complete heterogeneous
environment. For example, the algorithm in [9], claims having only one connecting path between
two sensor nodes inhomogeneous environment. After incorporating heterogeneous property in
[9] we show that, there exist multiple connecting paths between two sensor nodes, and we can
save energy by keeping only the required number of connectivity by load balancing. We propose
two different load balancing models by scheduling of relay nodes which ultimately maximize
network life time with minimizing the energy consumption.

Scheduling is a very old interesting problem. It is the process of deciding how to assign
resources between various tasks. Lot of work has been done on scheduling algorithms. First-
come First-serve (FCFS), Shortest Job First (SJF), Round Robin (RR) and Priority based

9



scheduling are well known CPU scheduling algorithms for allocating the CPU cycles to
process/threads to achieve good performance[1, 5]. Input/Output devices are scheduled using
above technique by the Operating Systems to allow multitasking. Job Shop Scheduling [16]
algorithm is another familiar scheduling algorithm. We have some other scheduling algorithms
called earlier deadline first (EDF) [10] and least slack time (LST) [26] scheduling for real time
scheduling. But in this thesis, scheduling has been done using linear programming models which
are totally different approach than other scheduling techniques.

3.2 Preliminaries and the Problem Domain

In this section, we define some terms which are necessary to describe our problem domain. We
are given four positive real constants Rmax > Rmin > rmax > r min> 0,

where, rmax = the maximum sensing range of a sensor node,

rmin = the minimum sensing range of a sensor node,

Rmax = the maximum transmission range of a relay node, and

Rmin = the minimum transmission range of a relay node.

In addition, we are given a set S = {SI, S2, ... , Sn} of n > 0 of sensor nodes on the Euclidean
plane and the goal is to deploy the minimum number of relay nodes and schedule them in such a
way that we can save maximum amount of energy used by the wireless sensor network.

Sensor nodes can use location services such as those in [3, 18,23,35], to estimate their locations
without a global positioning receiver. We model scheduling duty times by dividing operation
time into multiple time slots. We assume that, the sensor/relay nodes are static and each
sensor/relay node has a specific predefined identifier.

We study the relay node placement in heterogeneous environment and also apply scheduling
strategy to reduce the energy consumption of relay nodes. Lloyd et al. [9] proposed a 7-
approximation algorithm for homogeneous single-tired relay node placement. We apply this
algorithm in heterogeneous environment. The transmission range of all sensors in Heterogeneous
Wireless Sensor Network (H-WSN) is different. Thus, we replace relay node's transmission
range, r by" in [9] to adjust Lloyd's algorithm to work with heterogeneous scenario,

where," = min{T(u),T(v)},

T(u) = transmission range of sensor node u, and

10



T(v) = transmission range of sensor node v.

Suppose, we have two sensor nodes u and v respectively then, 0 represents the mInImum
transmission range between u and v. We also replace relay node transmission range R by Rm'n>

~, which is the minimum transmission range among all relay nodes. After incorporating
heterogeneous property in [9], we get the following algorithm for relay node placement:

Suppose, we have two sensor nodes S, and Sj respectively then, if 0 < liS,Sfll:S20, then we need
only one relay node to communicate between sensor S, and Sf. Again, if 20 < liS,Sjll, then we

illss II - T(S) - T(S) 1have to place 'J. . ' J I relay nodes between sensor S, and Sf to ensure
Rmm

connectivity. We need not to place any relay node between sensor S, and Sf if liS,Sjll< o.

where,

liS,Sfll= distance between sensor S, and Sf'

T(S,) = transmission range of sensor node Sf,

T(Sf) = transmission range of sensor node Sf' and

Rm'n = the minimum transmission range among all relay nodes in wireless sensor
network.

S.
I

,

".

Fig- 3.1: Relay node placement between sensors S, and Sj [10]

According to the algorithm in [9], there exists only one connecting path between each pair of
sensor nodes for homogeneous wireless sensor networks. After applying this algorithm on
heterogeneous wireless sensor networks (H-WSN), we observe that multiple communication
paths may exist between two sensor nodes. We give a proofto support our observation.

II
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3.3 Multiple Paths in Heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Network

Lemma 1.1. There is a unique path from the root to every node of the spanning tree [29].

Here we give Theorem 1 and its proof by construction as follows.

Theorem 1. For sensor nodes SI and Sz of a given heterogeneous sensor network N of n nodes
where n>2, and the relay node set R = {a" az, ... , an} where Ri is the transmission range of the
relay node ai, Rmin= min(R" Rz, ... , Rn) and any R, :::Rmin and the relay node ai is placed at
Steiner points between SI and Sz, then there are multiple transmission paths from SI to Sz.

Proof: Suppose, S" Sz and S3 are given sensor nodes in a sensor network. At first, we construct a
spanning tree T of the given sensor network, and then we put relay node on the Steiner points.
We know that, a spanning tree contains exactly one path between any two nodes. Thus, we have
only one path from SI to Sz and SI to S3 of T.

Now, we observe the following cases.

Case 1. IIS1 S211> 20 and 0 > liS] S311< 20, where 0 = miner"~ r2) and ri is transmission range of Si
sensor where, i= 1,2, ... , n. In this case, we need more than two relay nodes to communicate
between S] and Sz (for simplicity we use three relay nodes in Fig - 3.2). In Fig - 3.2, we have
another sensor node S3 where, 0 < liS] S311< 20. Again S, and S3 can communicate between
themselves using relay node a4 only according to the algorithm [9]. Here, position of SI, Sz, S3,
ai, a2.a3 and a4 are denoted byp, r, q, a, b, c and d respectively in Fig - 3.2.

a,

Fig - 3.2: Case 1 : IISI S211> 20 and 0 > IISI S311< 20
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If all relay nodes' transmission ranges are equal to Rmh" then there exists only one path between
SI to S2 and SI to S3 according to the algorithm of [9]. But in case of heterogeneous network,
multiple paths may exist between two sensors, In Fig - 3.2, ai, a2, a3 and a4 are relay nodes
deployed according to algorithm [9] where, Rmin = minimum transmission range of relay nodes
andR4»Rmin,

Here, liP bll = b +Rmin

< Rmin + Rmin; [ J < Rmin ]

and liP dil < b <Rmin; [liP qll < 2b and 'd' is the midpoint of liP qll]

In !'. pbd, if L.bpd ~ 90' then,

lid bll ~ ~II p b II' + II p d II'

If L.bpd> 90' then, S2 and S3 are not in same direction from SI, In worse case L.bpd = 180'
then,

< Rmin + Rmin + Rmin

= 3Rmin

Thus, it is possible for relay node, a4 to cover the point 'b' in Fig - 3.1, if R4 »Rmin, Hence,
there is another path [path: p-d-b-c-r] from SI to S2 using relay node, ~.

Case 2. IISI S211> 2b and IIS1 S311> 2b, we need more than two relay nodes to communicate
between SI and S2, Similarly at least three relay nodes require for communicating between SI and
S3 (Fig - 3.3), In this case, if R4» Rmin then we can prove in similar way of Case I that, there is
another path [path: p-d-b-c-r] from SI to S2 using relay node ~,

13
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Case 3. IISI S211 > 2<5and IISI S311 < <5,we need more than two relay nodes to communicate
between SI and S2 . But no relay node is required to communicate between SI and S3. In this case,
SI sensor will communicate with S2 via S3, if S2 and S3 are in same direction from SI.

Fig - 3.4 : Case 3 : IISI S211> 2<5and IISI S311< <5

Case 4. <5< IISI S211 < 2<5and IISI S311> 2<5,this case is similar to Case J, if we exchange the
position of S3 and S3. Thus, we can proof similarly there are multiple path between SI and S2.



Case 5. 8 < IlsJ S211< 2<5and <5< IlsJ s311< 2<5,then we need one relay node aJ to communicate
between SJ and S2. Similarly SJ and S3 can communicate between them using one relay node l4

(Fig - 3.5). In this case, if R4» Rm;n then we can prove in similar way of Case I that, there exists
multiple paths (p-d-a-r & p-a-r) from SJ to S2.

Fig - 3.5 : Case 5 : (5 < IISJ S211< 2<5and <5< IISJ S311< 2<5

Case 6. (5 < IISJ S211< 2<5and IIS1 S311< <5,this case is almost similar to Case 3.

Case 7. liS] S211< <5and liS] S311> 2<5,this case is similar to Case 3.

Case 8. IISJ S211< <5and <5< IISJ S311< 2<5,this case is similar to Case 6.

Case 9. IISI S211< (5 and liS] S311< <5, in this case no relay node required for communication
because all sensor nodes are within <5distance to communicate with each other (Fig - 3.6). In this
case, there are multiple paths (p-r & p-q-r) available to communicate between SJ and S2.

Fig - 3.6 : Case 9 : liS] S211< <5and IISJ S311< <5



Thus, from all possible observations, we find multiple paths exist between a source and a sink
sensor node while connecting through relay nodes according to algorithm in [9], if we consider
heterogeneous properly of the wireless sensor network.

3.4 Linear Programming Method and Preliminaries

Efficient relay node management requires that the active and sleeping periods to be scheduled in
such a way that the minimum numbers of relay nodes are in working state ensuring network
connectivity to prolong network lifetime. The main problem is to assign time slots to individual
relay nodes in such a way that the minimum number of relay nodes became awake and actively
transmit data. The relay node is in "sleeping" state and conserving energy when it is non-active.
In the simplistic case, where M relay nodes are charged with transmitting a single point over a
time period of length T, an equitable load sharing assignment would have each relay node active
for time (TIM) and sleeping for time (T-T/M). But it is not efficient, as different relay nodes have
different battery life and transmission range. The relay node assignment problem can then be
formulated as the Minimum Cost Network Flow problem. We can also map this problem into the
Minimax model to maximize network life time with minimizing the energy consumption. The
formulation seeks an assignment of time slots to relay nodes fulfilling the required differentiated
transmission that optimizes load balancing among the relay nodes, and thus promotes energy
conservation.

Linear Programming is the branch of applied mathematics which deals with the problem of
minimizing or maximizing linear function over a convex polyhedron specified by linear and non-
negativity constrains. Informally, linear programming determines the way to achieve the best
outcome (such as maximum profit or lowest cost) in given mathematical model given some list
of requirements represented as linear equations [19, 20, 24].

In general, if Cl. Cz •... Cn are real numbers, then the function j of real variables Xl, Xz, ... , Xn

defined by [19, 20, 24] :

n

j(Xl,XZ, ... ,xn) = ClX] + CZXz + ... + CnXn = Z>jXj (3.1)
j=1

is called a linear junction. Ifjis a linear function and if b is a real number, then the equation

j(X},X2, ... , xn) = b

) is called a linear equation.

(3.2)
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(3.3)

(3.4)

is called linear inequalities. Linear equations and linear inequalities are both referred to as
linear constraints. Finally, linear programming problem is the problem of maximizing (or
minimizing) a linear function subject to a finite number of linear constrains.

3.4.1 The Minimax Model

In this section, we define one of our methodologies to obtain the load balancing in heterogeneous
wireless sensor network. Two apparently non-linear objective functions can be converted into
Linear Programming forms by tricks. The first is where we wish to :

minimize (3.5)

i.e. minimize the maximum of a set of decision variables. We can model this by introducing a
new decision variable, say s and then

minimize

subject to

s (3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

)

We can see that s has to be no less than each of the t's and the minimization objective will force
it down to take the value of the largest t. Unfortunately, the same trick cannot be applied where
we want to minimize min(fJ, t2, f3, ... , tn) or maximize max(tJ, t2, t3, ... , tn). The above model of
solving linear programming is called the Minimax model [4].

17
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3.4.2 Scheduling using the Minimax Method

We propose the Minimax model to formulate the problem of maximizing network life time with
minimizing the energy consumption for scheduling excess relay nodes. The formulation seeks an
assignment of time slots to relay nodes that optimizes load balancing among relay nodes, and
thus promotes energy conservation. The integer linear programming (ILP) formulation is given
below:

The notation used in specifying the model is as follows:

• A set R of M static relay nodes; R = {ai, az, a), ... , aM}.

• Transmission ranges for the individual relay nodes are R1, Rz, R), ... , RM respectively.

• There is a set S of P sensors which are transmitting; S = {SLoS;, S], ... ,Sp}.

• A set of N transmitting time periods during which the sensors are transmitting through
relay nodes; T = {ILo f2, I), ... , IN}'

• Parameter, rik = 1, if sensor k is within transmission range of relay node i, otherwise, it is
0, where i = I, 2, ... , M and k = I, 2, ... , P.

• Decision variable xij, where xij = 1, if relay node ai is assigned to be active in time slot IJ;
otherwise, xij = 0, where i = 1, 2, ... , M and j = I, 2, ... , N.

We assume, one relay node is enough to adequately transmit information to the individual
sensor during the time periods T.

M

Lr'kxij 2: I
i=1

for k = 1, 2, ... , p.. } = 1, 2, ... , N.

(3.11)

Equation set (3.11) is modified to capture the excess transmission through sensor k during time
period} in a variable called VkJ'

j

M

Lr'kxij -I-vk) =0
i=1

for k = 1, 2, ... , p.. } = I, 2, ... , N.

(3.12)
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The excess transmission of all relay nodes over all time periods is captured in a variable, z.

(3.13)

for k ~ 1, 2, ... , P,. j = I, 2, ... , N.

The objective function is to minimize the variable z, subject to constraint sets (3.12) and (3.13).
The optimal value of z will be less than the minimum of the Vkj by virtue of optimality of the
solution [21]. Thus, the value of z will be exactly equal to the Minimax solution, which is the
minimum of maximum excess transmission of all points over all time periods, which achieves
the load balancing effect.

We describe the Minimax model by the example in Fig - 3.7. In this example, the number of
relay nodes M = 5, the number of sensors is P = 10 and the number of time slots is N = 3.

Relay nodes = {a" az, a], (4, as}, Time slots = {T" Tz, T]}

Sensors = {81, 82, 8], 84, 8s, 86, 87, 88, 89, 8IO}

Parameter, rik for i = 1,2, ... ,5. and k = 1,2, ... , 10

81 82 8] 84 8s 86 87 88 89 8IO

al 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

a2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

a3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

a4 1 0 0 0 0

as 0 0 0 0 1

Fig - 3.7 : An example with 10 sensor, 5 relay
nodes and 3 time slots for the Minimax model
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minimize

subject to

z

Z2':X21 +x41-1

Z 2':X21 + X31 - 1

Z 2': Xli + X41-1

Z 2':X22 + X32-1

z 2': X12 + X42 - I

Z 2':X12 + X32+ xS2-1

z 2': X23 + X33 - 1

z 2':XIJ + x43-1

Fig - 3.8 : The Minimax model for the example in Fig - 3.7
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3.4.3 The Minimum Cost Network Flow Model

In this section, we describe another linear programming model which can be used for
determining optimal load balancing of our problem domain. Let G = (V, E) represents a directed
network defined by as set V of n nodes and a set E of m directed arcs. Each arc (i, j) has an
associated cost cij that denotes the cost per unit flow on the arc. The flow cost varies linearly with
the amount of flow. Each arc has an upper bound uij on the arc capacity that denotes the
maximum flow on the arc and lower bound for each arc is lij. Each node i is a member of Vand
has a label b(lj represents its supply or demand. The decision variable in the Minimum Cost
Network Flow problem are the arc flows on each arc (i, j) and are represented by xij [22, 25, 30].
The Minimum Cost Network Flow model for the relay node scheduling can be formulated as
follows:

Minimize z = ICijxij for i= 1,2, ... , n andj= 1,2, ... n

s.t. IXij-Ixji=bj, whereasiEVandjEV

and

We formally define the above two constraints as follows:

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

}

Constraint (3.16) is called flow balance constraint. It states that the difference between the flow
into a nodej and the flow out ofnodej must equal its supply or demand of flow [22].

Constraint (3.17) is called capacity constraint. It states that the flow xij satisfies both these
constraints. Flow xij is greater than or equal to the lower bound lij and less than or equal to the
upper bound uij for arc (i,j) [22].
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3.4.4 Scheduling using the Minimum Cost Network Flow Method

In this section, we describe the Minimum Cost network Flow Model for finding the minimum
energy expenditure of relay nodes. We first define the different attributes and notations for our
model. The notation used in specifying the model is as follows:

• There is a set of M static relay nodes, R = { RJ, Rz, ... , RM}

• A set 8 of k static sensors, 8 = { 81,8z, ... ,8d

• The battery life time of the individual relay nodes are TRI, TRZ, ... ,TRM

• The time slot available for transmitting are T1, Tz, ... , TN

We assume that, if a relay node is active the sensors which are within its transmission range can
transmit data though it. A given relay node RM has sufficient battery power to be awake and
transmitting for a known number of time periods, which can be scheduled at any of the N time
periods. Thus, relay nodes may be turned on and off at time period boundaries. When a relay
node is awake (actively transmitting), individual relay nodes contribute to transmit data to all
sensors or relay nodes which are within its transmission range. Each sensor Sj has a known
number of relay nodes Cj that can transmit data to Sj during a given time period Tj• More than one
path of relay nodes between two sensors may occur due to heterogeneous properly of relay
nodes.

The objective is to schedule time period for each relay node to be awake in such a way that the
total number of wake time periods summed over all sensors is minimized. This schedule
minimizes the total energy required to meet all of the transmission requirements. In Fig - 3.7, the
Minimum Cost Network Flow model for the problem is illustrated below for time period TI to
TN.

We assume all time slots are of equal length. Now, we explain the model as follows:

• The leftmost node R has an external flow of P. The rightmost node ( is the target node
which has flow of -Po Here, P is a large number which is equal to the sum of all relay
nodes battery power in wireless sensor network. The value of positive sign represents the
supply and the negative value represents the demand of the nodes. Intermediate node
demands are zero, and they function as transshipment nodes.

• All arc costs in the model are I except the arc from leftmost node R to rightmost node (,
which represents excess transmission arc. The cost of the arc from R to ( is a large
number which is greater than all other arc's cost. Minimizing total flow on leftmost arcs
minimizes the number of wake time periods assigned to the relay nodes.
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• The parameters such as (0,15) on the second leftmost arcs give lower and upper bounds
on the arc flow. The upper bound models battery capacity in terms of the maximum
number of time periods for which the relay nodes can be awake.

• The nodes labeled RI, R2, ... , RM represent the individual relay nodes.

• The nodes in the tier with levels (R;, 'Fj) represent individual relay node R; at time period
'Fj.

• The upper bound of the arc leading form R; is a large number to allow sufficient amount
of flow through the arc to meet the demand oftarget node.

• The arc leading from the node (R;, 'Fj) represents the available time periods in which the
node can be awake. The number of arcs in this tier that support flow is limited by the
capacity of the arc leading into the node.

• The nodes labeled (S;, 'Fj) which represent sensor S; at time period 'Fj receive the flow
from their incoming arcs.

• The arc that leave (S;, 'Fj) nodes have the required number of relay nodes to transmit data
to sensor S; at the time period 'Fj. At least one relay node is required to adequately
transmit information to the individual sensors during the time periods, thus the arc have
lower bound of one. Over transmission is allowed. From a computational view we
replace the unlimited arc capacity with a large upper bound M. Fig - 3.8 shows the flow
ofthe network when RI relay node is 'on' at T, time period.
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Fig - 3.9 : The Minimum Cost Network Flow model for scheduling
relay nodes in a heterogeneous wireless sensor network field.
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Fig - 3.10 : Data flows in the Minimum Cost Network Flow
model when relay node Rl is in active state at time period T1
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We describe the Minimum Cost Network Flow model by the following example in Fig - 3.11. In
this example, the number of relay nodes M = 2, the number of sensors k = 4 and the number of
time slots N = 2.

Battery life time for relay nodes = {RI- 15 unit, R2 - 20 unit}

Fig - 3.11: An example with 2 relay nodes, 4 sensors and

2 time slots for the Minimum Cost Network Flow model

35 -35

Fig - 3.12: The Minimum Cost Network Flow model for the example in Fig - 3.11
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Chapter 4

Experimental Results

4.1 Overview

In order to study the performance of our proposed Minimax and Minimum Cost Network Flow
models, we use lpsolve and cplex solver respectively. Data files considering different scenario of
the problem domain are generated using C/C++ program. Model and data files for the Minimax
and the Minimum Cost Network Flow models were executed in AMPL (Advanced Mathematical
Programming Language) to generate output files. Then C/C++ codes have been used to analyze
all output files generated by different data files and summary of output files have been created. If
there is lack of relay nodes in sensor field to communicate with all sensors, then our program can
identify and also display the sensor position which is out of transmission range through relay
nodes. In this way we can put extra relay nodes into the exact position to connect whole sensor
network to perform data transformation.

We have performed experiment on extensive sets of data. Both Minimax and Minimum Cost
Network Flow models have been implemented using AMPL on a Pentium-IV 1.83 GHz with
1GB of RAM running Windows XP. Data files were generated using C/C++ language where
relay node placement was made using a random function. Relay nodes transmission range and
battery power were also determined by random function. We consider the sensing and
transmission area as circular for simplicity. We map the total network area in small rectangular
grid. We assumed that sensors are randomly placed on integer grid point. Relay nodes can be at
any position in the grid. Our method allows any other grid shape.
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4.2 Model and Data Files

We have performed experiments on an extensive set of randomly generated data files. We use 30
units spacing between two grid points. Grid size is different for every data set in our experiment.
We assume that, the minimum transmission range of each relay node is 40 units and the
maximum transmission range is 80 units. We also assume that, the minimum battery power for
every relay node is 7 units and the maximum battery power is 17 units. The average ofthe results
achieved from multiple data sets are presented in tables and graphs.

In data files, sensor fields were created in such a way that every grid point represents a sensor
node. Time slots for scheduling relay nodes were varied from 2 to 4 in our extensive data sets.
Parameters used in our experiments are given below:

Table - 4.1 : Parameters for creating data files for the Minimax model

Parameters Value

Number of Sensor nodes 35 -70

Number of Relay nodes 5 - 35

Transmission Range of Sensor nodes 20 - 30 units

Transmission Range of Relay nodes 40 - 80 units

Time Slots 2-4

Table - 4.2 : Parameters for creating data files for the Minimum Cost
Network Flow model

Parameters Value

Number of Sensor nodes 10-18

Number of Relay nodes 3-9

Transmission Range of Sensor nodes 20 - 30 unit

Transmission Range of Relay nodes 40 - 80 unit

Time Slots 2-4

Battery Power of Relay nodes 7 -17 unit
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In the Minimax model, three sets are declared to indicate relay nodes, sensor nodes and time
slots respectively. Parameter 'cover' is used to indicate whether a sensor node is within the
transmission range of a relay node or not. If the value of 'cover' parameter is I for a particular
pair of sensor and relay node then, the sensor node is within the transmission range of that relay
node. Otherwise, the value of the parameter 'cover' is O. Decision variable x is I when a relay
node is assigned for particular time slot. Otherwise the value of x is O. We can calculate the
amount of energy saving from analyzing the output of the decision variable x. If the decision
variable is 0 then, relay node is in sleeping state and conserving energy at that time. Objective of
this model to find out the minimum of maximum excess transmission of all relay nodes to save
total energy consumption.

Model file written in AMPL to solve the Minimax model is given below:

# 1 if sensor j is within
# range of relay node i

# 1 if relay node i is assigned
# to be active in time period j,
# 0 otherwise;

var x{i in Relay, j in TimeSlot} binary;

~# Minmax algorithm - Model for Relay node scheduling
set Relay; # Set of ill relay nodes
set Sensor; # Set of k sensors
set TimeSlot; # Set of n time slots
param cover{i in Relay, j in Sensor} binary;

var u{k in Sensor, j in TimeSlot};
var z;
# Minimum of Maximum excess transmission range of all point
minimize Z: z;
subject to maxcover{k in Sensor, j in TimeSlot):

sum{i in Relay} cover[i,k]*x[i,j] - u[k,j) 1;
subject to mincover{k in Sensor, j in TimeSlot}:

z - u [k, j ] >= a ;
subject to positive {k in Sensor, j in TimeSlot}:

u [k, j I >= a ;
Fig - 4.1 : AMPL code for the Minimax model

A typical data file for the Minimax model with 10 sensor nodes, 5 relay nodes and 4 time slots
are given below:

## Minimax algorithm - Data for relay node scheduling
set Relay := RO R1 R2 R3 R4 ;

5et Sensor := sa 51 52 53 54 55 s6 s7 58 59 ;

set TimeSlot := to tl t2 t3 ;

param cover: 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 s9:=
RO 1 1 a a a 1 a a a a
R1 a a a a a 1 a a a a
R2 1 1 1 a a 1 1 1 1 1
R3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a a
R4 a a a a a 1 1 a a 0;

Fig - 4.2 : Sample AMPL Minimax data file
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In the Minimum Cost Network Flow model NODES and ARCS are two sets which contain the
node and arc list of the model respectively. Parameter b which indicates supply/demand is 0 for
every internal node or transshipment node in this model. Parameter b is positive for supply and
negative for demand. Other parameters c, I and u contain cost, lower bound and upper bound of
every arc respectively. According to our model all arcs cost is I except source to destination arc.
The cost of source to destination arc is a big number. Decision variable x indicates the amount of
flow through each arc. Objective of this model is to minimize the total cost (battery power) of the
model (sensor network). Model file written in AMPL for the Minimum Cost Network Flow is
given below:

# AMPL model for the Minimum Cost Network Flow Problem
# By default, this model assumes that b[i] ~ 0, c[i,j] = 0,
# l[i,j] = a and u[i,j] = Infinity.
# Parameters not specified in the data file will get their default values.
set NODES: # nodes in the network
set ARCS within {NODES, NODES}: # arcs in the network
param b {NODES} default 0; # supply/demand for node i
param c {ARCS} default 0; # cost of one of flow on arc{i,j)
param 1 {ARCS} default 0; # lower bound on flow on arc(i,j)
param u {ARCS} default Infinity; # upper bound on flow on arc(i,j}
var x {ARCS}; # flow on arc (i,j)
minimize cost: sum{ (i,jl in ARCS} c[i,j] * x[i,j]:
# Flow Out (i) - Flow In(i) ~ b(i)
subject to flow_balance {i in NODES}:
sum{j in NODES: (i,j) in ARCS} x[i,j] - sum{j in NODES: (j,i) in ARCS) x[j,i]
subject to capacity {(i,j) in ARCS}: l[i,j] <~ x[i,j] <~ u[i,j];

Fig - 4.3 : AMPL code for the Minimum Cost Network Flow model file

b[i] ;

cost lower upper bound
c 1 u :~

1 ° 12
1 ° 1000
1 ° 1000

Fig - 4.4 : Sample AMPL Minimum Cost Network Flow data file

A typical data file for the Minimum Cost Network Flow model with 10 sensor nodes, 4 relay
nodes and 2 time slots is given below:

## Minimum Cost Network Flow algorithm - Data for relay node scheduling
set NODES := R RO Rl R2 ROTO ROTl R1TO R1Tl R2TO R2Tl sOTO sOTl slTO slTl s2TO s2Tl
s3TO s3T1 s4TO s4T1 s5TO s5T1 s6TO s6T1 s7TO s7T1 s8TO s8Tl s9TO s9T1 t;
set ARCS := (R,RO) (RO,ROTO) (RO,ROT1) (R,Rl) (Rl,R1TO) (Rl,R1Tl) (R,R2) (R2,R2TO)
(R2,R2Tl) (ROTO,sOTO) (ROT1,sOTll (ROTO,slTO) (ROT1,slTl) (ROTO,s2TO) (ROT1,s2Tl)
(ROTO, s3TO) (ROT1, s3Tl) (ROTO, s4TO) (ROT1, s4Tl) (ROTO, s5TO) (ROTl, s5Tl) (ROTO, s6TOI
(ROT1,s6Tl) (ROTO,s7TO) (ROT1,s7Tl) (ROTO,s8TO) (ROT1,s8Tll (ROTO,s9TO) (ROT1,s9Tll
(R1TO, sOTOI (R1Tl, sOT1) (R1TO, slTO) (R1Tl, slTl) (R1TO, s2TOI (R1Tl, s2Tli (R1TO, s3TOI
(R1Tl, s3Tli (R1TO, s4TO) (R1Tl, s4Tl) (R1TO, s5TO) (R1Tl, s5Tli (sOTO,t) (sOT1, t) (slTO, t)
(slTl,t) (s2TO,t) (s2Tl,t) (s3TO,t) (s3Tl,t) (s4TO,t) (s4Tl,t) (s5TO,t) (s5Tl,t)
(s6TO,t) (s6Tl,t) (s7TO,t) (s7Tl,t) (s8TO,t) (s8Tl,t) (s9TO,t) (s9Tl,tl (R,t);
param b:~
R 29
t -29;
#
param:
R RO
RO ROTO
RO ROTl
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R R1 1 a 8
Rl RITO 1 a 1000
R1 R1 T1 1 a 1000
R R2 1 a 9
R2 R2TO 1 a 1000
R2 R2T1 1 a 1000
ROTO sOTO 1 0 1
ROT1 sOT1 1 0 1
ROTO slTO 1 0 1
ROT1 s1T1 1 0 1
ROTO s2TO 1 0 1
ROT1 s2T1 1 0 1
ROTO s3TO 1 0 1
ROT1 53T1 1 a 1
ROTO s4TO 1 a 1
ROT1 s4T1 1 a 1
ROTO s5TO 1 a 1
ROT1 s5T1 1 a 1
ROTO s6TO 1 0 1
ROT1 s6T1 1 0 1
ROTC 57TO 1 0 1
ROT1 57T1 1 0 1
ROTO s8TO 1 0 1
ROT1 s8Tl 1 0 1
ROTa s9TO 1 0 1
ROT1 s9T1 1 0 1
R1TO sOTO 1 0 1
R1T1 sOT1 1 0 1
RITO slTO 1 0 1
RITI s1T1 1 a 1
R1TO s2TO 1 a 1
RITI 52T1 1 0 1
RITO 53TO 1 0 1
RITI 53T1 1 0 1
R1TO s4TO 1 0 1
RITI 54T1 1 0 1
RITO 55TO 1 0 1
RITI s5T1 1 0 1
sOTO t 1 1 1000
sOTI t 1 1 1000
slTO t 1 1 1000
s1T1 t 1 1 1000
52TO t 1 1 1000
52T1 t 1 1 1000
53TO t 1 1 1000
53T1 t 1 1 1000
54TO t 1 1 1000
54T1 t 1 1 1000
55TO t 1 1 1000
s5T1 t 1 1 1000
s6TO t 1 1 1000
56T1 t 1 1 1000
57TO t 1 1 1000
57T1 t 1 1 1000
s8TO t 1 1 1000
s8Tl t 1 1 1000
59TO t 1 1 1000
59T1 t 1 1 1000
R t 2 0 1000;

Fig - 4.4 : Sample AMPL Minimum Cost Network Flow data file (Continued)
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4.3 Simulation Results

It is observed that, in the Minimax model relay nodes are in sleeping state for on an average

32+31.1+32.1 3170/ fl' 1 h k f h .------ = . /0 a tota tIme. t means t at, sensor networ can save 31.7% a t elr
3

total energy according to this model. We incorporate battery power in the Minimum Cost

N kFI d I 0 I h 26.7+14.9+7.5 f h Ietwor ow mo e. ur test resu t sows on an average ------ = 16.4% ate tota
3

battery power can be saved in the Minimum Cost Network Flow model. We present the
experimental results in tables and graphs.

Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 show the percentage of relay nodes are in sleeping state for the Minimax
model with time slots 2, 3 and 4 respectively in different sensor fields. Tables 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8
show the percentage of relay nodes are in sleeping state for the Minimum Cost Network Flow
model with time slots 2, 3 and 4 respectively in different sensor fields.

The graphs from Fig - 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 shows the percentage of relay nodes are conserving
energy in the Minimax model for time slots 2, 3 and 4 respectively in different sensor fields.
Fig - 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 shows the percentage of time relay nodes are conserving energy in the
Minimum Cost Network Flow model for time slots 2, 3 and 4 respectively in different sensor
fields. Fig - 4.11 shows the comparison between average percentages of time relay nodes in
slee(ling state for different time slots in the Minimum Cost Network Flow model. Data sets of the
Minimum Cost Network Flow model is smaller compared to the Minimax model, because small
sensor field in the Minimum Cost Network Flow model creates large amount of arcs and nodes
which is difficult to solve. We have used student version of AMPL for simulation which has
restriction of300 variables. Even medium size data sets in the Minimax model takes a lot of time
and more than I billion iterations to find out the optimal solution for single run. Thus we could
not take large data sets for calculating optimal solution of both models due to time and restriction
of the student version of AMPL. The percentage of relay nodes in sleeping state is calculated
using the following formula.

(Total number of relay nodes - Number of active relay nodes)
Percentage of relay nodes in sleeping state = ------------------- x 100

Total number of relay nodes

Scheduling technique has been applied on total relay nodes to find out active relay nodes in
particular time period. All the plotted data in the above mentioned graphs are the average of 5
data sets.
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In Table 4.3, for example, the ratio of relay and sensor nodes 20% means there exist 20 relay
nodes for every 100 sensor nodes in that particular sensor field. When some relay nodes are in
sleeping state in particular time, they can conserve energy for the whole network. The percentage
of relay nodes are in sleeping state has been calculated for the number of sensor nodes 35, 40,
45, 50, 55, 60, 65 and 70 respectively. The average percentage of relay nodes are in sleeping
state for a particular time period is shown at the right column of the Table 4.3. Two equal time
slots are used in Table 4.3 to schedule all relay nodes which result on an average 32% of relay
nodes are in sleeping state i.e. conserving energy. The average percentage of relay nodes are in
sleeping sate is zero (0) when the ratio of relay and sensor nodes is less than or equal to 10% i.e.
the number of deployed relay nodes is not sufficient to make the whole network connected. It is
observed that, the relay nodes can be scheduled when the ratio of relay and sensor nodes are
more than or equal to 15%. The average 4.7% of relay nodes are in sleeping state when relay and
sensor nodes ratio is 15%. The average of the average percentage of sleeping relay nodes for the
Minimax model using two time slots is shown in the bottom row of the table 4.3.

Table - 4.3: Percentage (%) of relay nodes in sleeping state for different sensor network
in the Minimax model (Time Slot = 2)

Total Number of Sensor Nodes in Sensor Network
Ratio of (% of relay nodes are in sleeping state) Average

Relay and %of
Sensor Time Slot = 2 Sleeping
nodes 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 Relay
(%) nodes nodes nodes nodes nodes nodes nodes nodes nodes

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

15 3.2 4.1 4.7 5 6 4.8 5.2 4.2 4.7

20 13.6 17 20 22.1 21.9 17.7 22 24.9 19.9

25 24.6 30 33.6 36.6 37.3 37.3 40 43.8 35.4

30 36.1 42.1 44 45.9 47 47.6 50.1 50.9 45.5

35 45.7 50.7 51.8 53.9 57.9 57 60.4 56.8 54.3

40 52.4 54 59 57.8 63.7 61.9 63.5 64.2 59.6

45 58.1 60.7 61.2 61.4 65.2 65.9 67.4 68.5 63.6

50 61.9 63.5 66 67.8 69.4 72 73.5 74.6 68.6

The average percentage of relay nodes are in sleeping state - 32
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In Fig - 4.5, we observe that, when relay node's ratio isgreater than 10% to sensor nodes, we
have some extra relay nodes to schedule. When the ratio of relay nodes and sensor nodes is 15%,
then we notice that approximately 5% relay nodes are in sleeping state to conserve energy for the. . . , -

whole network. When we increase the number of deploying relay nodes in a sensor field, we
observe more relay nodes are available to communicate betWeen sensors. Thus we can schedule
more relay nodes and at the same time we get more relay nodes are in sleeping state for
particular sensor field. For this reason, we observe in fig - 4.5, the relay node's sleepil]g time is
increasing with the increment of the ratio of relay nodes in a sensor field. The highest percentage
of the relay nodes are in sleeping state is 75%, when we put 70 sensor nodes and 35 relay nodes
in a sensor field. Again, if we deploy less than 10% relay nodes, then the graph shows infeasible
solution i.e. the number of relay nodes is insufficient to transmit data to all sensor nodes and we
need more relay nodes to communicate with all sensor nodes.
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F~g- 4.5 : Percen~ge (%) of relay nodes in sleeping state for
different sensor network in the Minimax model ( Time Slot = 2 )

In Table 4.4, we use three time slots to calculate the average .percentllge of relay nodes in
sleeping state for different sensor field. The table shows the percentage of sleeping relay nodes
are increasil]g with the increment of sensor field size. The .percenlJ!geof relay nodes are in
sleeping state has been calculated for the number of sensor nodes 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65 and
70 respectively. We observe the highest 72% of relay nodes are in sleeping stllgewhen we put 70
sensor nodes along with 35 relay nodes to transmit data between all sensors. The average
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sleeping time is 31.1 % for the Mini-max model when we consider three time slots for scheduling
all relay nodes. According to the table 4.4, the average percentage of relay nodes are in sleeping
sate is zero (0) when the ratio of relay and sensor nodes is less than or equal to 10%. When the
relay nodes are in sleeping state, they are conserving energy to prolong network life time. It is
observed that, the relay nodes can be scheduled when the ratio of relay and sensor nodes are
more than or equal to 15%. The average 4.5% of relay nodes are in sleeping state when relay and
sensor nodes ratio is 15%. The average of the average percentage of sleeping relay nodes for the
Minimax model using three time slots is shown in the bottom row ofthe table 4.4.

Table - 4.4 : Percentage (%) of relay nodes in sleeping state for different sensor network
in the Minimax model (Time Slot = 3)

Total Number of Sensor Nodes in Sensor Network
Ratio of (% of relay nodes are in sleeping state)

Average
Relay and %of
Sensor Time Slot = 3 Sleeping
nodes 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 Relay
(%) nodes nodes nodes nodes nodes nodes nodes nodes nodes

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

15 3.1 4.3 3.2 4.5 6.5 4.7 5.1 4.1 4.5

20 11.1 15.6 18 20 23.3 21.9 23.4 24.7 19.8

25 23.5 28 33.9 35.2 34.7 35.3 40.9 43.6 34.4

30 35.2 40.1 44 47.3 43.6 44.3 48.1 50.1 44.1

35 45.5 50.3 49.7 55.4 51.3 51.1 54.7 57.5 52

40 53.3 57 52 59.2 57.1 56.1 61.2 63.5 57.5

45 59.4 59.7 59.7 61.6 60.9 64.9 65.4 68.9 62.6

50 62.6 62 65.2 66 67.2 69.3 70.3 72 66.9

The average percentage of relay nodes are in sleeping state = 31.1

Fig - 4.6 shows the percentage of relay nodes in sleeping state for the Minimax model in
different sizes of sensor fields. In our experiment, the number of deployed sensors in sensor field
ranges from 35 to 70. If we deploy less than or equal to 10% relay nodes comparing to sensor
nodes, then the graph shows 0% percent of relay nodes in sleeping state i.e. we need more relay
node to make the whole network connected through relay nodes for data transmission. When the
ratio of relay nodes and sensor nodes is 15%, then we notice that approximately 5% relay nodes
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are in sleepil'lg state to conserve ene~gy for the whole network. For the similar reason off(g - 4.5,
the graph of fig - 4.6 shows the relay node's sleeping time is increasing with the increment of the
ratio of relay nodes in a sensor field. The highest percentage of the relay nodes are in sleeping, . , . .
state is 72%, when we put 70 sensor nodes and 35 relay nodes in a sensor field.
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Fig - 4.6 : Percentage (%) of relay nodes in sleeping state for
different sensor network in the Minimax model ( Time Slot = 3 )

In Table 4.4, we use four time slots to calculate the average percentage of relay nodes in sleeping.., . .
state for different sensor field. The table shows the percentage of sleeping relay nodes are
increasing with the increment of sensor field size. It is observed from the table, the maximum
74.3% of relay nodes in sleeping stage when we put 70 sensor nodes along with 35 relay nodes
to transmit data between all sensors. The.percentage of relay nodes are in sleeping state has been
calculated for the number of sensor nodes 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65 and 70 respectively.
According to the table 4.5, the average sleeping time is 32.1% for the Mini-max model when we
consider four time slots for scheduling all relay nodes. The average percentage of relay nodes are
in sleeping sate is zero (0) when the ratio of relay and sensor nodes is less than or equal to 10%.
When the relay nodes are in sleeping state, they are conserving energy to prolong network life
time. It is observed that, the relay nodes can be scheduled when the ratio of relay and sensor
nodes are more than or equal to 15%. The average 4.7% of relay nodes are in sleeping state when
relay and sensor nodes ratio is 15%. The average of the averll;ge percentll;ge of sleeping relay
nodes for the Minimax model using four time slots is shown in the bottom row of the table 4.5.
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Table - 4.5 : Percentage (%) of relay nodes in sleeping state for different sensor network
in the Minimax model (Time Slot = 4)

Total Number of Sensor Nodes in Sensor Network
Ratio of (% of relay nodes are in sleeping state)

Average
Relay and %of
Sensor Time Slot = 4 Sleeping
nodes 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 Relay
(%) nodes nodes nodes nodes nodes nodes nodes nodes nodes

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

15 3.1 4.6 4.1 5.1 7.1 4.5 5 4 4.7

20 10.3 16.6 20.1 21 22.5 18.2 21 22.8 19.1

25 21.8 29 33.5 33.8 36.3 40.6 41.4 45.6 35.3

30 33.1 40.4 44.9 45 48.2 50.2 53 55.1 46.3

35 43.4 49.3 54 53.4 56.5 57.8 58.9 59.6 54.2

40 51.7 56.4 58.7 58 60.3 61.5 62.9 64.5 59.3

45 58.3 59.8 62.2 63.9 65.1 67.6 69.4 70.8 64.7

50 62.3 63 67.1 69 70.7 72.3 72.6 74.3 69

The average percentage of relay nodes are in sleeping state - 32.1

Fig - 4.7 shows the percentage of relay nodes in sleeping state for the Minimax model in
different sizes of sensor fields. In our experiment, the number of deployed sensors in sensor field
ranges from 35 to 70. If we deploy less than or equal to 10% relay nodes comparing to sensor
nodes, then the graph shows 0% percent of relay nodes in sleeping state. When the ratio of relay
nodes and' sensor nodes is 15%, then we notice that approximately 5% relay nodes are in
sleeping state to conserve energy for the whole network. For the similar reason of fig - 4.5, the
graph of fig - 4.7 shows the relay node's sleeping time is increasing with the increment of the
ratio of relay nodes in a sensor field. The highest percentage of the relay nodes are in sleeping
state is approximately 75%, when we put 70 sensor nodes and 35 relay nodes in a sensor field.
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Fig - 4.7 : Percentl!ge (%) of relay nodes in sleeping state for
different sensor network in the Minimax model ( Time Slot = 4 )

Table 4.6 shows the result of the Minimum Cost Network Flow model for two equal time slots. It
presents the percentage of relay nodes in sleeping state for different size of sensor fields. Right
column of the table shows the averl!ge number of relay nodes in sleeping state according to our
given model. When relay nodes are in sleeping state, they are saving battery power which !i'\

~
prolongs the network life time. Thus we can refer the amount of relay nodes are in sleeping state
as energy saving. The percentage of relay nodes are in sleeping state has been calculated for the
number of sensor nodes 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18 respectively. From the table 4.6, we can observe
that, the highest amount of battery power is saved when we put 8 relay nodes in sensor field size
of 16 sensors i.e. the ratio of relay and sensor node is 50%. In this case, the htghest amount of
battery saving is recorded as 67.3%. If we consider two time slots, the average battery power
savin.g observed in Minimum Cost Network Flow model is 26.7%. The averl\gepercentage of
relay nodes are in sleeping sate is zero (0) when the ratio of relay and sensor nodes is less than or
equal to 10%. When the relay nodes are in sleeping state, they are conserving energy toprolong
network life time. It is observed that, the relay nodes can be scheduled when the ratio of relay
and sensor nodes are more than or equal to 15%. The averl\ge 2.7% of relay nodes are in sleeping
state when relay and sensor nodes ratio is 15%. The table shows the percentage of sleeping relay
nodes are increasing with the increment of sensor field size and the ratio of relay and sensor
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nodes. The average of the average percentage of sleeping relay nodes for the Minimum Cost
Network Flow model using two time slots is shown in the bottom row of the table 4.6.

Table - 4.6: Percentage (%) of relay nodes in sleeping state for different
sensor network in the Minimum Cost Network Flow model ( Time Slot = 2 )

Ratio of Total Number of Sensor Nodes in Sensor Network Average
Relay and (% of relay nodes are in sleeping state) %of
Sensor Sleeping
nodes Time Slot = 2 Relay
(%) 10 nodes 12 nodes 14 nodes 16nodes 18 nodes nodes

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 0 0 0 0 0 0

15 5 3 1.5 1.6 2 2.7

20 13.2 13.1 11.5 5.2 7 10

25 26.4 25.5 18.4 13.7 16.6 20.2

30 38.3 31.4 27.9 33.9 39.4 34.2

5 46.2 39.3 44.1 49.2 51.4 46.1

40 46.1 49.6 53.9 58 59.3 53.4

45 54 60.4 63.2 63.9 63.5 61

50 61.7 65.3 67.3 67.3 64.5 65.3

The average percentage of relay nodes are in sleeping state = 26.7

Fig - 4.8 shows the percentage of relay nodes in sleeping state for the Minimum Cost Network
Flow model in different sizes of sensor fields. In our experiment, the number of deployed sensors
in sensor field ranges from 10 to 18. We observe that, when relay node's ratio is grater than 10%
to sensor nodes, we have some extra relay nodes for scheduling. When we have 15% relay
nodes, we observe approximately 3% of time relay nodes are in sleeping state to conserve energy
for the whole network. For the similar reason of fig - 4.5, the graph of fig - 4.8 shows the relay
node's sleeping time is increasing with the increment of the ratio of relay nodes in a sensor field.
Ifwe deploy 10 or less relay nodes in sensor field size of 100 sensor nodes, then the graph shows
infeasible solution in relay node placement in sensor field i.e. relay node's number is insufficient
to transmit data to all sensor nodes and we need more relay nodes to communicate between all
sensor nodes. The highest percentage of the relay nodes are in sleeping state is approximately
68%, when we put 16 sensor nodes and 8 relay nodes in a sensor field.
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Fig - 4.8: Percentage (%) of relay nodes in sleepillg state for different
sensor network in the Minimum Cost Network Flow model ( Time Slot = 2 )

Table 4.7 demonstrates the result of the Minimum Cost Network Flow model for three equal
time slots. It represents the percentage of relay nodes in sleeping state for different number of
sensors in a sensor field. Thepercentl\ge of relay nodes are in sleeping state has been calculated
for the number of sensor nodes 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18 respectively. The highest amount of battery
.power is saved when we .put 7 relay nodes in a sensor field of 14 sensors i.e. the ratio of relay
and sensor node is 50%. In this case, the highest amount of battery saving recorded as 52%. The
average battery saving observed in Minimum Cost Network Flow model for three time slots is
14.9"10. The average percentage of relay nodes are in sleeping sate is zero (0) when the ratio of
relay and sensor nodes is less than or equal to 20%. On an averl\ge 1.8% <if relay nodes are in
sleeping state when relay and sensor nodes ratio is 25%. The table shows the percentage of
sleeping relay nodes are increasillg with the increment of sensor field size and the ratio of relay
and sensor nodes. The average of the average percentage of sleeping relay nodes for the
Minimum Cost Network Flow model using three time slots is shown in the bottom row of .the
table 4.7.
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Table - 4.7: Percentage (%) of relay nodes in sleeping state for different sensor
network in the Minimum Cost Network Flow model (Time Slot = 3 )

Ratio of Total Number of Sensor Nodes in Sensor Network Average
Relay and (% of relay nodes are in sleeping state) %of
Sensor Sleeping
nodes Time 8101= 3 Relay
(%) 10 nodes 12 nodes 14 nodes 16 nodes 18 nodes nodes

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 0 0 0 0 0 0

15 0 0 0 0 0 0

20 0 0 0 0 0 0

25 4.6 1.1 0.9 I l.l 1.8

30 11.1 12.7 7.1 9.3 12.1 10.5

35 19.6 26 21.2 26.4 29.7 24.6

40 24.5 31.2 33.4 40.1 40.4 34

45 35.1 41.1 46 46.7 46.5 43.1

50 45.2 49.6 52 50.9 46.7 48.9

The average percentage of relay nodes are in sleeping state = 14.9

Fig - 4.9 shows the percentage of relay nodes in sleeping state for the Minimum Cost Network
Flow model in different sizes of sensor fields. In our experiment, the number of deployed sensors
in sensor field ranges from 10 to 18. We observe that, when relay node's ratio is grater than 20%
to sensor nodes, we have some extra relay nodes for scheduling. When we have 25% relay
nodes, we observe approximately 2% of time relay nodes are in sleeping state to conserve energy
for the whole network. For the similar reason of fig - 4.5, the graph of fig - 4.9 shows the relay
node's sleeping time is increasing with the increment of the ratio of relay nodes in a sensor field.
If we deploy 20 or less relay nodes in sensor field size of 100 sensor nodes, then the graph shows
infeasible solution in relay node placement in sensor field The highest percentage of the relay
nodes are in sleeping state is approximately 52%, when we put 14 sensor nodes and 7 relay
nodes in a sensor field.
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Fig - 4.9 : Percentage (%) of relay nodes in sleepiIlg state for different
sensor network in the Minimum Cost Network Flow model ( Time Slot = 3 )

Table 4.8 displays the result of the Minimum Cost Network Flow model for four equal time. .
slots. It represents the percentage of time relay nodes in sleeping state for different number of
sensors. The percentage of relay nodes are in sleepi~g state has been calculated for the number of
sensor nodes 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18 respectively. The maximum amount of battery power is saved
when we put 7 relay nodes in sensor field size of 14 sensors or 6 relay nodes in sensor field size
of 12 i.e. ratio of relay and sensor node is 50%. In this cases, the maximum amount of battery
saving recorded as 37.4%. If we consider four time slots, the avefl\ge battery savi~g is noticed as
7.5% for Minimum Cost Network Flow model. The average percentage of relay nodes are in
sleeping sate is zero (0) when the ratio of relay and sensor nodes is less than or equal to 30%. On
an average 6% of relay nodes are in sleeping state when relay and sensor nodes ratio is 35%. The
table shows thepercentl!ge of sleeping relay nodes are increasing with the increment of sensor
field size and the ratio of relay and sensor nodes. The average of the average percentage of
sleeping relay nodes for .theMinimum Cost Network Flow model using four time .slots is .shown
in the bottom row of the table 4.8.
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Table - 4.8 : Percentage (%) of relay nodes in sleeping state for different sensor
network in the Minimum Cost Network Flow model (Time Slot = 4 )

Ratio of Total Number of Sensor Nodes in Sensor Network Average
Relay and (% of relay nodes are in sleeping state) %of
Sensor
nodes Time Slot = 4 Sleeping

Relay
(%) 10 nodes 12 nodes 14 nodes 16 nodes 18 nodes nodes

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 0 0 0 0 0 0

15 0 0 0 0 0 0

20 0 0 0 0 0 0

25 0 0 0 0 0 0

30 0 0 0 0 0 0

35 3.7 3.1 6 7.1 9.7 6

40 6 11.6 15.7 19.6 21.8 15

45 17 24.4 29 30.6 30.1 26.3

50 30.3 35.2 37.4 37.4 31.7 34.4

The average percentage of relay nodes are in sleeping state - 7.5

In Fig - 4.10, we observe that, when the relay node's ratio is greater than 30% to sensor nodes,
we have some extra relay nodes for scheduling. When we have 35% relay nodes, we notice
approximately 6% of relay nodes in sleeping state to conserve energy for the whole network. In
our experiment, the number of deployed sensors in sensor field ranges from 10 to 18. According
to the fig - 4.10, the relay node's sleeping time is increasing with the increment of the number of
sensors in the sensor field. If we deploy 30 or less relay nodes in sensor field of 100 sensor
nodes, then the graph shows infeasible solution Le. relay node's number is insufficient to
transmit data to all sensor nodes and we need more relay nodes to communicate between all
sensor nodes. According to the fig - 4.10, the highest percentage of the relay nodes are in
sleeping state is approximately 38%, when we put 14 sensor nodes and 7 relay nodes in a sensor
field.
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Fig - 4.10: Percentl!ge (%) of relay nodes in sleeping state for different
sensor network in the Minimum Cost Network Flow model ( Time Slot = 4 )

Fig - 4.11 shows the comparison of the number of relay nodes in sleepil]g state for time slots
from 2 to 4 in the Minimum Cost Network Flow model. The highest amount of relay nodes in
sleeping state when we consider two time slots and the lowest amount of time relay I)odes in
sleeping state when four time slots are considered. When a relay node is in sleeping state, it
.preserves energy for the whole wireless sensor network to .prolong network life time. Suppose
the total battery power for every relay nodes is fixed for time slot 2, 3 and 4 respectively. When
we use two time slots then every relay nodes have two options to be active Le. a relay node can
be active in time slot 1 or time slot 2. Similarly when we use four time slots then every relay
nodes have four options to be active in four different time slots. Thus relay nodes activation time
is more in four time slots compared to two time slot which means maximum number of relay
nodes are in sleeping state when consider two time slots compared to four time slots. Thus we
can conclude that, the number of sleeping relay nodes are decreasing with the increment of time
slots. Fig - 4.11 shows that, if we consider more time slots in the Minimum Cost Network Flow. .
model, then we can save less battery power from relay node scheduling in wireless sensor
network and vice-versa.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

In this chapter, we summarize our work and give direction to further research. We have studied
the heterogeneous property of wireless sensor network. The most of the work on relay node
placement problems consider homogeneous environment. Recently some work have been done
on heterogeneous environment, but so far to the best of our knowledge the most of the work only
considers relay nodes' geographic position. It does not consider relay nodes' properties such as
battery power supply and their different transmission ranges. We prove that existing algorithms
do not work in heterogeneous environment, and we provide models considering heterogeneous
property.

We prove that, there are multiple transmission paths between two sensors in heterogeneous
environment, if we apply existing minimum number of relay node placement algorithm. We can
save energy, if we keep the minimum number of transmitting nodes active in a particular time
.period. When some nodes are participating in transmitting data, then the other nodes will be in
sleeping state to conserve energy. In the next time slot, they may be active and the previously
activated nodes may go to sleep state.

We propose two Linear Programming models called the Minimax model and the Minimum Cost
Network Flow model which consider heterogeneous property of sensor network. In the Minimax
model, we consider different transmission ranges of sensor and relay nodes and in the Minimum
Cost Network Flow model, we incorporate different battery power supply of network nodes also.
Both of our models can check the feasibility of the problem domain also.
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We perform experiment on extensive sets of data. It is observed that, in the Minimax model relay
nodes are in sleeping state for on an average 32% of total time when we consider different
transmission ranges. When relay nodes are in sleeping state, it can save energy which prolongs
total network lifetime. We incorporate battery power also in the Minimum Cost Network Flow
model. Our test result shows on an average of 16.4% of the total supplied energy can be saved in
the Minimum Cost Network Flow model. We present the experimental results in form of tables
and graphs.

5.2 Future Work

Ensuring k-connectivity: We work on single connectivity that is our models provide optimal
solution maintaining k-connectivity when k = I for heterogeneous sensor network. In future, we
will extend our model for k > 1.

Using different LP techniques: We give the Minimax model and the Minimum Cost Network
Flow model. Other Linear Programming solving techniques may be applied and computing time
may be compared. For example, we can try assignment model, transportation model etc. to
schedule multiple paths between two sensors to prolong network lifetime.

Weighed cost: Our model is static with the fixed cost. We can make the model dynamic with
cost adjusting.
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Appendix A

Used formula:
(Total number of relay nodes - Number of active relay nodes)

0/0 of relay nodes in sleeping state = x 100 ... Al
Total number of relay nodes

nIx;
Average = £!.-

n

Standard Deviation =

"ICx; -Average)'
i-I

n

A2

A3

Table - AI: Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in
sleeping state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 2

Sensors Relay % of relay nodes Average Standard
nodes in sleeping state Deviation

30
30

10 35 33 2.74
35
35

53.33
53.33

35 15 53.33 56 3.65
60
60
60
60

20 65 64 4.18
65
70
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Table - Al : Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes
in sleeping state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 2 (Continued)
Sensors Relay % of relay nodes Average Standard

nodes in sleeping state Deviation
28
28

10 30 30 2
32
32
50
56

40 15 56 56 3.74
58
60
60
60

20 62.5 63.5 4.18
65
70
32
35

10 35 36 3.08
38
40

53.55
53.33

15 60 58.71 5.53
60

45 66.67
62.5
65

20 65 67 4.11
70
n.5
n
76

25 76 76.8 3.35
80
80

52
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Table - Al : Standard deviation and average ofthe % of relay nodes in
sleeping state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 2 (Continued)
Sensors Relay % of relay nodes Average Standard

nodes in sleeping state Deviation
25
25

10 25 27 2.74
30
30
45
50

15 50 51 4.18
55

50 55
55
60

20 60 61 4.18
65
65
72
72

25 74 74.8 3.03
78
78
30
30

10 30 32 2.74
35
35
50
50

55 15 53.33 52 1.82
53.33
53.33
60
60

20 70 70 6.12
70
75

53
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Table - Al : Standard deviation and average ofthe % of relay nodes in
sleeping state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 2 (Continued)
Sensors Relay % of relay nodes Average Standard

nodes in sleeping state Deviation
72
72

25 76 75.2 3.35
76

55 80
76.67
80

30 80 80.67 2.79
83.33
83.33
42

46.67
15 46.67 47.33 4.05

48
53.33
50
55

20 55 56 4.18
55

60 60
56
60

25 64 63.2 5.22
68
68
75
80

30 85 82 4.47
85
85
50
50

65 15 50 53 4.47
55
60

54
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Table - Ai : Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in
sleeping state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 2 (Continued)
Sensors Relay % of relay nodes Average Standard

nodes in sleeping state Deviation

70
75

20 75 75 3.54
75
80
80
82

25 84 82.8 1.79
84

65 84
85
85

30 85 85 0
85
85
86

88.57
35 91.43 89.47 2.28

91.43
90
50
50

15 55 54 4.18
55
60
60

66.67
70 20 66.67 68 5.58

73.33
73.33
65
70

25 75 74 5.52
80
80

55



Table - Ai: Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in
sleeping state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 2 (Continued)
Sensors Relay % of relay nodes Average Standard

nodes in sleeping state Deviation
80
80

30 83.33 82 1.82
83.33

70 83.33
90

88.57
35 88.57 89.64 1.2

90
91.43

Table-A2: Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in
sleeping state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 3

Sensors Relay % of relay nodes Average Standard
nodes in sleeping state Deviation

28
30

10 32 32 3.08
35
35

53.33
53.33

35 15 60 57.33 3.65
60
60
55
60

20 65 65 5.7
65
70
26
26

40 10 28 28 2
30
30

c:
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Table - A2 : Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in
sleeping state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 3 (Continued)

Sensors Relay % of relay nodes Average Standard
nodes in sleeping state Deviation

50
53.33

15 53.33 54.67 3.8
56.67

40 60
55
60

20 62.5 62 5.42
62.5
70
30
33

10 35 34 2.65
35
37

53.55
60

15 60 60.04 4.64
60

45 66.67
62.5
65

20 70 68 4.11
70
72.5
72
72

25 76 76 4
80
80
27
30

50 10 25 28 2.12
28
30

57
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Table-A2 : Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in
sleeping state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 3 (Continued)

Sensors Relay % of relay nodes Average Standard

nodes in sleeping state Deviation

47
50

15 55 52 4.42
50
58
55
55

50 20 60 60 5
65
65
72
74

25 74 75.2 2.68
78
78
30
32

10 32 33 2.45
35
36
50
50

15 53.33 54 4.18
58.33

55 58.33
60
65

20 70 68 5.7
70
75
72
72

25 76 76 4
80
80

58



Table - A2 : Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in
sleeping state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 3 (Continued)
Sensors Relay % of relay nodes Average Standard

nodes in sleeping state Deviation
76.67
80

55 30 80 80.67 2.79
83.33
83.33
40
42

15 46.67 45.33 4.19
48
50
50
50

20 55 55 5
60

60 60
56
60

25 64 62.4 4.56
64
68
75
80

30 80 81 4.18
85
85
46
48

15 54 52 4.69
56

65 56
70
70

20 75 74 4.18
75
80

59



Table - A2 : Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in
sleeping state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 3 (Continued)
Sensors Relay % of relay nodes Average Standard

nodes in sleeping state Deviation
80
80

25 84 82.4 2.19
84
84
85
85

65 30 85 85 0
85
85
86
86

35 91.43 88.97 2.78
91.43
90
50
50

15 55 54 4.18
55
60
65

66.67
20 66.67 69.33 4.5

73.33
70 75

65
70

25 75 74 6.52
80
80
80
80

30 80 81.33 1.82
83.33
83.33

60



Table - A2 : Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in
sleeping state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 3 (Continued)

Sensors Relay % of relay nodes Average Standard

nodes in sleeping state Deviation

90
88.57

70 35 88.57 90 1.43

91.43
91.43

Table - A3 : Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in sleeping
state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 4

Sensors Relay nodes % of relay nodes in Average Standard

sleeping state Deviation

26
28

10 30 30 3.16

32
34

53.33
53.33

35 15 53.33 56 3.65

60
60
57
60

20 65 64 5.43

68
70
28
25

10 30 29 2.65

30

40
32

46.67
53.33

15 53.33 53.33 4.71

53.33
60

61



Table - A3 : Standard deviation and average ofthe % of relay nodes in sleeping
state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 4 (Continued)

Sensors Relay nodes % of relay nodes in Average Standard
sleeping state Deviation

60
60

40 20 62.5 63 4.12
62.5
70
32
34

10 40 36 3.16
36
38

53.55
53.33

15 60 58.71 5.52
60

45 66.67
62.5
65

20 70 68.5 4.54
72.5
72.5
72
76

25 80 77.6 3.58
80
80
28
30

10 25 29 2.65
30

50 32
45
50

15 55 51 4.18
55
50

62



Table - A3 : Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in sleeping
state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 4 (Continued)

Sensors Relay nodes % of relay nodes in Average Standard
sleeping state Deviation

55
60

20 60 61 4.18
65

50 65
72
74

25 78 76 2.83
78
78
32
34

10 34 34 2.45
32
38
50

53.33
15 53.33 55.66 5.22

58.33
63.33
60
65

55 20 70 69 6.52
75
75
72
72

25 76 75.2 3.35
76
80

76.67
80

30 83.33 81.33 2.98
83.33
83.33

63
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Table - A3 : Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in sleeping
state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 4 (Continued)

Sensors Relay nodes % of relay nodes in Average Standard
sleeping state Deviation

45
46.67

15 50 48.66 3.2
48.33
53.33
50
55

20 60 57 4.47
60

60 60
56
56

25 64 62.4 6.07
68
68
75
80

30 80 81 4.18
85
85
50
48

15 52 52 3.08
55
55
70
75

65 20 75 76 4.18
80
80
80 -

82
25 82 82.4 1.67

84
84

64
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Table - A3 : Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in sleeping
state using the Minimax model for Time Slot = 4 (Continued)

Sensors Relay nodes % of relay nodes in Average Standard
sleeping state Deviation

85
85

30 80 84 2.24.

85

65
85
86

88.57
35 91.43 89.2 2.05

90
90
50
50

15 50 52 4.47

50
60
65

66.67
20 66.67 69.33 4.5

73.33
75
65
70

70 25 75 73 5.7

75
80
80
80

30 83.33 82 1.82

83.33
83.33
90

88.57
35 91.43 90.57 1.28

91.43
91.43

65

Q.(



Table - A4 : Standard deviation and average ofthe % of relay nodes in sleeping
state using the Minimum Cost Network Flow model for Time Slot = 2

Sensors Relay nodes % of relay nodes in Average Standard
sleeping state Deviation

33.04
36.48

3 39.39 38.31 3.64
40.18
42.45
42.86
42.86

10 4 45.95 48.08 3.28
48.72
50

57.45
60

5 62.26 61.65 2.97
63.64
64.91
22.7
23.6

3 25.5 25.51 2.41
27.42
28.33
33.2
31.7

4 35.14 35.1 2.74

38.46
37

12
48.94
52.1

5 54.72 54 3.55

56.36
57.89
61.29
63.08

6 65.71 65.29 3.16
67.12
69.23

66
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Table - A4 : Standard deviation and average ofthe % of relay nodes in sleeping
state using the Minimum Cost Network Flow modeJ for Time Slot = 2 (Continued)
Sensors Relay nodes % of reJay nodes in Average Standard

sleeping state Deviation
J2.45
J2.68

3 J3. J5 13.63 1.23
14.65
15.22
24
22.22

4 21.92 23.87 1.82
26.21
25
44
47.17

14 5 49.09 46.31 4.16
50.88
20
54.84
56.92

6 60 59.5 3.67
61.64
64.1
63.16
65

7 67.44 67.25 3.29
69.23
71.43
4
3

3 3.03 4 1.17
5.88

J6
4.11
12.57
12.57

4 13.51 J3.72 1.39
15.95
14

67
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Table-A4: Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in sleeping
state using the Minimum Cost Network Flow model for Time Slot = 2 (Continued)

Sensors Relay nodes % of relay nodes in Average Standard
sleeping state Deviation

37.91
36

5 37.62 38.64 2.25

39.82
41.86
48.39
50.77

6 54.29 53.72 4.21

56.16

16
58.97
57.89
60

7 62.79 62.57 3.76

64.84
67.35
62.79
65.59

8 67.35 67.28 3.29

69.52
71.17
3
4

4 3.7 4.08 0.8

4.69
5

26.4
30

18 5 32.08 30.97 2.91

32.55
33.84
41.94
44.62

6 48.57 47.93 4.74

50.68
53.85

68

(I'
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Table - A4 : Standard deviation and average ofthe % of relay nodes in sleeping
state using the Minimum Cost Network Flow model for Time Slot = 2 (Continued)
Sensors Relay nodes % of relay nodes in Average Standard

sleeping state Deviation

52.63
55

7 58.14 57.9 4.23

60.44
63.27
58.14
61.29

18 8 63.27 63.2 3.7

65.71
67.57
58.62
61.29

9 62.89 64.47 5.12

68.93
70.64

Table - AS : Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in sleeping
state using the Minimum Cost Network Flow model for Time Slot = 3

Sensors Relay nodes % of relay nodes Average Standard
in sleeping state Deviation

8.4
10.67

3 11.76 11.08 1.59

12.67
10.92
26.4
23.08

10 4 23.08 24.52 1.44

24.83
25.23
40

42.31

5 45.45 45.21 4.12

48.28
50

69



Table-AS: Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in sleeping
state using the Minimum Cost Network Flow model for Time Slot = 3 (Continued)

Sensors Relay nodes % of relay nodes Average Standard
in sleeping state Deviation

0
I

3 I 1.08 0.68

1.7
1.7
20.2
19.8

4 21.4 21.39 1.41

23

12
22.57
33

30.77

5 34.55 34.25 2.64

37.93
35

44.62
47.06

6 49.3 49.61 4

52.63
54.43
4.66
3.83

4 3.63 4.12 0.5

4.66
3.83
22

21.23

14 5 23.64 23.29 1.72

25.59
24

37.38
38.24

6 40.85 41.21 3.8

42.74
46.84

70
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Table - AS: Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in sleeping
state using the Minimum Cost Network Flow model for Time Slot = 3 (Continued)

Sensors Relay nodes % of relay nodes Average Standard

in sleeping state Deviation

46.84
49.45

14 7 51.72 52 4.11

54.84
57.14
12.26
12.16

5 13.46 13.02 0.85

14.18
13.05
32.42
30.77

6 33.82 34.23 2.95

38.36

16
35.79
42.24
45.17

7 44.83 45.13 2.18

48.39
45.02
46.66
48.94

8 50.52 50.92 3.46

52.94

. 55.56
4.18
5.9

5 5.18 5.23 0.72

5.9

18
5

22.92
22.59

6 23.94 24.41 2.03

24.95
27.65

71
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Table - AS: Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in sleeping
state using the Minimum Cost Network Flow model for Time Slot = 3 (Continued)

Sensors Relay nodes % of relay nodes Average Standard

in sleeping state Deviation

35.65
34.94

7 37.93 38.27 3.1

41.94
40.9
40

44.55

18 8 46.53 46.07 4.04

49.06
50.21
41.94
43.75

9 47.06 46.72 3.97

49.06
51.79

Table - A6 : Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in sleeping
state using the Minimum Cost Network Flow model for Time Slot = 4

Sensors Relay nodes % of relay nodes Average Standard

in sleeping state Deviation

5.44
5.44

4 6.98 6 0.9

6.98

10
5.16
27.53
30.27

5 29.82 30.29 2.07

33.33
30.51
14.6
14.4

12 5 16.2 16.2 1.71

18
17.81

72



Table - A6 : Standard deviation and average ofthe % of relay nodes in sleeping
state using the Minimum Cost Network Flow model for Time Slot = 4 (Continued)
Sensors Relay nodes % of relay nodes Average Standard

in sleeping state Deviation

30.27
36.62

12 6 35.14 35.17 3.04

35.37
38.46
6.67
9.68

5 5.75 7.18 1.48

6.67
7.11
21.15
22.13

14 6 24.32 23.92 2.27

25.27
26.71
35.11
34.88

7 37.78 37.24 2.3

40.43
38
12.03
13.86

6 13.51 13.05 0.7

12.88
12.95
24.99
26.58

16 7 28.88 28.27 2.63

31.91
29

32.67
35.69

8 37.25 37.35 3.41

41.28
. 39.86

!,

73
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Table - A6 : Standard deviation and average of the % of relay nodes in sleeping
state using the Minimum Cost Network Flow model for Time Slot = 4 (Continued)
Sensors Relay nodes % of relay nodes Average Standard

in sleeping state Deviation
5.7
6.49

6 3.7 6.12 1.63
6.49
8.2
17.86
18.28

7 19 19.31 1.35
20.4
21

18 25.88
28.53

8 29.41 29.52 2.52
31.94
31.84
30
29.41

9 31.43 31.67 2.26
35.14
32.39
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